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DEPARTMENT OF MA

sEcoND EXAMINATIO\ rN SCTENCE - 2013/2014

SECOND SEMESTER (Oct./Nov., 2016)

PM 202 . METRIC SPACE

(Proper & Repeat)

questions

space,

t is meant by a

Tirne: Two Horrrs

e metric spdce.

N. The function d : lR" x lR" -+ R is defiDed as

V t : (x1,x2,...,x.), g = (gr. g,,, ..., g,,) e R"

that (R", d) is a complete metric space.

that e1€ry open ball is an open sei.

that, for any subset ,4 of a metric space, its irterior (,'1'] is the largest open

ined in ,4.

that, for any subset ,4 of a metric space, its closure (,4) contains the element

ody if every open ball centered at :, inteNects ,4.



2. Delinc the following terms as applied to subsets of a rnetric space:

t connerlerl;

. separated;

c d,isc:onnected.

(a) Prove that, if two couccted subsets of a mettic space are not

unior1 is connected-

(b) Prove that two open.subsets of a rnetric sPace are separated if

are disjoint.

(c) Provc that a metric space (X,d) is disconnected if and only if

no enpty proper subset of X which is both ope and closed

3. Dcfine the ierm compact as applicd io subsets of a metic space

Show that every compact subset of a metric space is closed and

Prove that every infrnite subset of a compact sel ha"s a limit point

Show that fa, bl is a compaci subsct of R wiih respect to the

,1. Dcfrne what is nrea[t by a continuol$ Jun.rion between t'l\'o metric

(a) Let (X, d1) and (Y, du ) be any two met c spaces, and / I -{ + I
Pro\,'e that f is continuous at o € X if and oniv if for every

convcrging to o implies that {J(o.)} converges to l(a)

(b) Let J be a function from a mei,iic space X into a metric space

is continuous if and only if /-r(G) is open ir X whgrever G is

Is it truc that, if f is continrrous on X, then thc image of an

open in f? Justifu your answer'

(c) Let / be a continuous firnction ou a metric space (X, d) Plote

compact thcn l(1) is compact

(u)

(b)

k)


